A Double Summer Session

at the University of Oklahoma

First Term ........................................... June 6 to August 1
Second Term ......................................... August 2 to 26

Modernized for Greater Usefulness

- Maximum opportunities to satisfy degree requirements
- Many new courses
- Improved library facilities for study
- Variety of outdoor recreation
- Special lectures and institutes
- Noted visiting professors on faculty

Credit on Advanced Degrees

In planning the entire summer session curriculum the administrative staff and the faculty of the University have attempted to provide maximum opportunities for those who are interested in securing graduate degrees through summer work. The residence requirements for the Master's degree may be satisfied in two twelve-week summer sessions, or in three eight-week summer terms. A student working toward a Master of Education degree may apply for the approval of a program of study which does not include a thesis. The Degree of Doctor of Education can be acquired by summer session work alone.


For the undergraduates many courses necessary for degrees will be offered.

Variety of Needs Are Met

The four major groups of students who take summer work will find as complete an opportunity for profitable study in this Summer Session as may be found anywhere. Graduate students, teachers continuing their professional studies, undergraduates who want to continue their work uninterrupted, and those who wish to enrich their experience through courses and lectures, without considering the formalities of degree taking — for all of these the Summer Session for 1939 has been designed, through a careful reworking of the curriculum and through a complete survey of educational needs.

A special Summer Session Bulletin giving the program in detail will be sent to you on request.
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